tall soft grasses for
hide and seek
fruiting hedgerow

Paths to be gravel/stone to dust with
timber edges to give natural
appearance. Surfacing beneath
equipment to be olive green coloured
'play grass' or matting

junior
swings
toddler
swings

timber weaving poles

3.3m
rotaweb

mini orchard of
fruitng trees such as
apples and plums

mound
with
tunnel

climbing
frame

mini orchard

dished
roundabout

seating
area

rotaweb (3.3m) from wicksteed
age 3 upwards

new litter bin
at entrance

log rounds used as stepping stones

basket swing
age 3 upwards

Gravel area with timber
'stepping stones' at
different heights

wildflower
meadow
horse
chestnut

dish roundabout from sutcliffe
ages 3 - 10

existing litter bin

New seating

double swings with two toddler
seats and two junior seats
age 1 onwards

Cage/MUGA

skate area
Bowling Green
Climbing frame with slide
ages 4 - 10
proposed litter bin

PLAY AREA IN NEW LOCATION
PROS
- situated on elevated ground so rest of play facilities are visible
- utilises underused area of park
- encourages families intoBowling
park Green
- further away from neighbouring properties
- a more natural feel using contours of existing ground and proximity of trees
- separates junior/toddler facilities from skate area and football area

all old equipment and bases to
be removed for safety.
Area to be mown regularly with
arisings removed from site

Relocate existing
picnic table and add
another to create
seating area for all

N

CONS
- spreads out play facilities so further to walk
- doesn't make use of flat ground of old play area
Notes
1) Figured dimensions to be taken.
Do not scale dimensions. Contractors
must verify all dimensions on site
before preparing shop drawings or
commencing any work.
2) Copyright c. This drawing must not
be reproduced without the permission
of Proffitts CIC
3) Reproduced from 1998 Ordnance
Survey mapping with permission of
the controller of HMSO.
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existing large bin to be
relocated closer to skate
park and entrance
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Rossendale Borough Council
existing bases to be removed

proposed sensory planting

proposed trees

stepping logs in gravel

existing trees to remain

timber logs/rounds

seating

tarmac surfacing

existing tree to be crownlifted

artificial grass surface

litter bin

proposed fenceline
and gates

proposed tree
DESIGN

New grind rail and
skateable bench in
existing skate area

grassy mounds

decked surface
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